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SYMPTOM/DESCRIPTION

–

SYMPTOM/DESCRIPTION – 4.2.0 Release

CAUSE New product releaseNew product release

SOLUTION/DETAILS

The 4.2.0 release is a new release and a follow on to the 4.1.0 and 4.1.1 releases from the summer/fall The 4.2.0 release is a new release and a follow on to the 4.1.0 and 4.1.1 releases from the summer/fall The 4.2.0 release is a new release and a follow on to the 4.1.0 and 4.1.1 releases from the summer/fall 
of 2016. Since the Print Manager product is no longer marketed, ProduSince the Print Manager product is no longer marketed, Production Manager 4.2.0 is offered ction Manager 4.2.0 is offered 
as a lower cost base product, as a lower cost base product, and includes available options:

Base Product

Supports existing Print Manager licenses Supports existing Print Manager licenses as new 
base product.  

Current Production Manager configuration but Current Production Manager configuration but 
with five printer limitation, with exceptions below., with exceptions below.

No Preflight or Postscript/PCL transformsPostscript/PCL transforms

Retains all other features of Production Manager Retains all other features of Production Manager 
including full reports and phase configurations.configurations.
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Part information

Electrical

Transmit/receive

Other 
(Release/Patch)

Action requiredAction required

Service manual revisionService manual revision

Retrofit informationRetrofit information

Tier 2Tier 2

Available OptionsAvailable Options

Enhanced Workflow Option
Includes basic Preflight, transforms Includes basic Preflight, transforms – This is the current 
Production Manager configurationProduction Manager configuration

Advanced PitStop Option
Includes use of multiple PitStop Profiles plus Action Includes use of multiple PitStop Profiles plus Action 
Lists

Advanced Imposition Option
Based on Ultimate Impostrip technology, provides very Based on Ultimate Impostrip technology, provides very 
advanced imposition, barcodes, marks and banner advanced imposition, barcodes, marks and banner 
sheets
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Key features and benefits are:Key features and benefits are:

Feature

Single 64 bit 
product

Reduces confusion in the field around the product and allows better focus on specific Reduces confusion in the field around the product and allows better focus on specific Reduces confusion in the field around the product and allows better focus on specific 
features.   A new base Production Manager replaces Print Manager with a singlefeatures.   A new base Production Manager replaces Print Manager with a singlefeatures.   A new base Production Manager replaces Print Manager with a single
option to provide former Production Manager capabilities.  Plus, now from the base option to provide former Production Manager capabilities.  Plus, now from the base option to provide former Production Manager capabilities.  Plus, now from the base 
product, it is less expensive to add key options such as Advanced Imposition.product, it is less expensive to add key options such as Advanced Imposition.product, it is less expensive to add key options such as Advanced Imposition.

New HTML5 
interface replaces 
Flex

New user interface does not require Flex, much improved access to features.   New user interface does not require Flex, much improved access to features.   New user interface does not require Flex, much improved access to features.   
Numerous reviews with users has resulted in changes to make the product easier to Numerous reviews with users has resulted in changes to make the product easier to Numerous reviews with users has resulted in changes to make the product easier to 
understand and configure.understand and configure.

New input to output 
design

Virtual Printers have been replaced with WVirtual Printers have been replaced with Workflows to reduce the concepts to learn orkflows to reduce the concepts to learn 
and simplify access from input to activities.  It is now much easier to understand from and simplify access from input to activities.  It is now much easier to understand from and simplify access from input to activities.  It is now much easier to understand from 
job reception to print.job reception to print.

Streamline NX v3.x 
support

Broadens value by integration with enterprise print management software Broadens value by integration with enterprise print management software Broadens value by integration with enterprise print management software (when 
supported version of Streamline is available)supported version of Streamline is available)

PitStop library 
version 13.2

Upgrade to  Enfocus PitStop new version that has new profiles and defect fixesUpgrade to  Enfocus PitStop new version that has new profiles and defect fixesUpgrade to  Enfocus PitStop new version that has new profiles and defect fixes

Sample printer New sample printer, as with Prep, for ease in demonstrations and user  New sample printer, as with Prep, for ease in demonstrations and user  New sample printer, as with Prep, for ease in demonstrations and user  experiments -
makes understanding the product easier.makes understanding the product easier.

Move complete 
jobs

New feature allows moving jobs and canceling conflicts when jobs are in the printed New feature allows moving jobs and canceling conflicts when jobs are in the printed New feature allows moving jobs and canceling conflicts when jobs are in the printed 
state.

New media 
presentation

Media entries are now much easier to understand and use based on Media entries are now much easier to understand and use based on Media entries are now much easier to understand and use based on much improved 
design

Queues view 
operations

Many new operations have been added to the queues view to reduce the need to Many new operations have been added to the queues view to reduce the need to Many new operations have been added to the queues view to reduce the need to 
switch views for actions.   switch views for actions.   

New design for the 
job submission tool

It is now much easier to understand and use the job submission toIt is now much easier to understand and use the job submission toIt is now much easier to understand and use the job submission tool and it can be 
used on all supported file types, not just PDFused on all supported file types, not just PDF

New operations tab 
view

The new operations view presents a cleaner, more intuitive presentation with more The new operations view presents a cleaner, more intuitive presentation with more The new operations view presents a cleaner, more intuitive presentation with more 
focus on most commonly used controlsfocus on most commonly used controls

New printer pool 
look and feel

Printer pools, aPrinter pools, a very powerful feature of PM, is now much easier to understand and very powerful feature of PM, is now much easier to understand and 
configure.

Quick workflow 
creation while 
creating printer

A new streamlined approach to creating an input from the printer creation step makes A new streamlined approach to creating an input from the printer creation step makes A new streamlined approach to creating an input from the printer creation step makes 
it very easy to quickly set up a new printer.it very easy to quickly set up a new printer.

PrintNet connection It is now possible to connect Production Manager with PrintNet and is supported by It is now possible to connect Production Manager with PrintNet and is supported by It is now possible to connect Production Manager with PrintNet and is supported by 
the PrintNet team.   This continues our growth in cooperation with enterprise print the PrintNet team.   This continues our growth in cooperation with enterprise print the PrintNet team.   This continues our growth in cooperation with enterprise print 
systems.
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 Updated Readme and About Box on UIUpdated Readme and About Box on UI
 The .iso files include full installers and documentation.files include full installers and documentation.
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